Preserve Rules

Please enjoy hiking, wildlife watching, photography, and other non-consumptive recreational activities at Dupree Nature Preserve.

Wildlife watching  Photographs  Hiking

The following are prohibited:

Pets  Camping

Off-road vehicles  Hunting

Horseback riding  Rock climbing

Exploring off-trail  Bicycles

Main Trail Information

Trail length: 1.2 miles
Surface type: Gravel

Typical and minimum trail width:
4 ft average, 2 ft minimum

Typical and maximum running slope:
6.3% or 3.6 degree average, 20% or 11 degree maximum

Typical and maximum cross-slope:
5% or 3 degree average, 20% or 11 degree maximum

Elevation gain: Approximately 400 ft

For information on Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) accommodations, please visit nature.org/DupreeNaturePreserve.